Teacher Helps to Learn
Meena is a little girl who lives in a village with her parents, her grandmother, her brother Raju and her baby sister, Rani. Mithu, the parrot, is her best friend.

Share in Meena’s adventures as she laughs, climbs trees, asks questions and solves problems, and shows you all the things that a little girl can do.
Meena and her friends love school. They learn so much and their teacher is wonderful! One day, a new boy called Monty joins school.
Monty is very naughty. He thinks it is fun to tease others. He doesn’t pay any attention to the lesson and disturbs everyone else too.
Monty is very careful to make sure that Teacher does not see his tricks. When he tires of upsetting his classmates, he starts teasing the school cat.
The school cat thinks that Mithu, Meena’s parrot, has disturbed her. She gets very angry with Mithu.
In just one morning, Monty has managed to make so much trouble!
When Teacher finds out what has been happening, she is upset with Monty.
Dipu gives Teacher a stick. He feels that a good beating will teach Monty a lesson. Monty is scared now.
But violence is not the answer. Meena’s teacher has never beaten any child in her class. She knows that children learn only when they enjoy school.
Teacher makes learning such fun that Monty soon starts getting interested.
After a while Monty is just as involved as the other children. He doesn’t want to play tricks any more.
When class is over, Monty tries to make friends with Meena and her brother Raju. He has realised that school is great when everyone is learning and having fun together.
This is a picture for you to colour.
All girls should be in school.
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